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Moreover, the ideal element of law in the second sense, the body of received, authoritative ideals, which is the
background of interpretation and application of legal precepts and is crucial in new cases in which it is
necessary to choose from among equally authoritative starting points for legal reasoning, often has more
significance in the administration of justice according to law than the text of the precepts applied.viii ~ the ideal
element in law ments. If Pound’s work was an inspiration for legal realism, then Pound is due some of the credit
for laying the foundations of legal realism’s greatest triumph, President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s New Deal.
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or molecules areGoodrich identified Pound as one of the formative influences on his own legal and political
philosophy. In a nod to Pound’s influence on Goodrich, Liberty Fund reprints one of Pound’s many books, The
Ideal Element in Law.The Ideal Element in Law. The Ideal Element in Law was a radical book for its time and
is just as meaningful today as when Pound’s lectures were first delivered. Pound’s view of the welfare state as a
means of expanding government power over the individual speaks to the front-page issues of the new
millennium as clearly as it did to America in...Now published in the U.S. for the first time, Pound's lectures are
collected in Liberty Fund's The Ideal Element in Law, Pound's most important contribution to the relationship
between law and liberty.The Ideal Element in Law was a radical book for its time and is just as meaningful
today as when Pound’s lectures were first delivered. Pound’s view of the welfare state as a means of expanding
government power over the individual speaks to the front-page issues of the new millennium as clearly as it did
to America in the mid-twentieth century.

